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$39.00 $49.00 Is an interesting story of intertwined stock and commodity markets with the struggles of a nation leading up to World War II. Mr. Gunn wrote this book in 1927, but his predictions were incredibly accurate. He described the events leading up to World War II with stunning
accuracy. He predicted many of the events that took place during World War II with surprising parallels with the real thing. Many of the events, inventions, market panics and booms mentioned in this book have actually come true. Mr Gunn said he hid some of his greatest trade secrets in the
book. Many Gunn students claim there are numerous references to the astrological movement buried in this volume. Want more? Advanced embedding details, examples and help! Most readers may miss this page or want to start reading as soon as they have finished the foreword. My
advice to you is to read the foreword yourself for three times, because W.D. Gunn has hooked up numerous important keywords and phrases in the foreword that have created the basis for us to decipher the book. I often wonder how few readers will stop and read the foreword three times,
especially as Gunn wrote: When you read it for the third time, the new light will dawn. From what I have extracted from the tunnel through the air, I have realized that there are at least two layers in this book. One layer where words and understanding are clearly laid out and explained while
the second level is what we call layer In silence, silence, through silence were all things done. It is these multiple levels of meaning that make this methodology a challenge to learn. Let me share with you a few golden nuggets. Look for a Biblical quote and you will find, knock, and it will be
open to you in the foreword; You might think it's just a quote from the Bible that says something like if you want something, look for it, then you'll find it. If you pay close attention to this quote in the foreword, it leads to the most important page of the book- Chapter VII, page 75, in which the
same quote appeared again: Ask and it will be given to you. Look and you will find, knock and it will be open to you . And this time, Matthew's full 7:7 phrase was quoted. Since the foreword quote is mentioned again, we should pay attention to the chapter and probably should read the
chapter three times as well. And guess what? This chapter is the only place where Robert Gordon (W.D. Gann) openly explains the basis of his prediction. Repeating a quote from the Bible in the foreword, W.D. Gunn pointed us in the direction to put all the pieces together. Here's another
example of BOOK to be worth reading should do more than entertain and interest. It must be instructive to have real value for the reader. This book has a three-fold goal... As a phrase 7:7. Word word in all letters, was written twice in the novel: in the foreword and in chapter VII page 83. It
says: The Bible is the BOOK of all books, and if we only study it and understand it, we can get proper knowledge of all things. I believe it is the duty of any person who understands science and mathematics and cycle theory and knows what will happen, warn people so they can prepare for
the trouble ahead. And if you now go back to page 78 where Robert Gordon says: I always look for reasons when once I identify the cause I can always be sure of the effect or future event that I predict. IT'S NOT MY GOAL TO EXPLAIN THE CAUSE OF THE CYCLES. The public is not
ready for this yet and probably will not understand and believe if I explain it. The question to you is, would you like to know the cause of the cycles? For those who believe that the book is full of solid knowledge, but impossible to tie together, or if you need a little manual use of Gunn's work
to make money, then I highly recommend joining me to learn more about the process. The aforementioned may seem really daunting to you. And you're right. Over the past year I have created a rate that helps traders break over the problems. It's called the Formula of Trade Genius course.
For a limited time, get my Trading Genius Formula Course Week One Law Vibration for $1. This W.D. Gann Trading Course is to discover your path of success in order to become a consistently profitable trader gunn, I am here to show you what it does-capable. If you want action steps and
I need results - get a quick, get the video now! Want more on what traders have to say about the click here for W.D. Gunn Theory Mastery and Financial Astrology. Make sure you watched all of our YouTube videos as our welcome gift for you! Find out the latest Astro findings. Follow our
page and channel! Contact us support@trineaspect.com. or by WhatsApp by phone at (No852) 6779-4421. Ioko Saski Investments. Author's © 2011-2016. All rights are reserved. FISCAL ASTROLOGY Methods of applying astrology Timelines for Trade (en) Past predictions of financial
astrology with both price and time measurement (en) V.D. GUNN Layers of secret values in the books of V.D. Gunn (en) Decode the tunnel of V.D. Gunn through the air PRODUCTION Financial astrology OF TRINESTA Trineaspect.com Heath Wong Frequently asked questions and
brokerage statements 1927 Original WD Gunn Secret coded version of the tunnel through the air is available for purchase here Source: TradersWorld Issue #39 P.46 Has long been told that the WD Gunn novel Tunnel thru Air is the most important W.D. Gunn publication, as WD Gunn
himself wrote it in the foreword, it contains a valuable secret, clothed in the veiled language; and which is all that valuable secret will lead them to wealth as both I'd like to be. From what I learned from the novel Tunnel Through the Air, we realized that there are at least two layers in this
novel. One layer where words and understanding are explicitly spoken and explained, another level is what we called layer in silence, silence, through silence were all things done. There is little explanation on this layer, and the words are simply written there in the novel to serve the
purpose of the silence layer. W.D. Gunn had several different types of writing style, which he continued to use it over and over again. The information he presented in his two stock and commodity market rates and in his novel Tunnel Through the Air are all scattered here and there. Without
a road map, it is hardly possible to combine all the puzzles together. As we discovered that the 1909 Ticker and Investment Digest interview was very useful in deducing most of the price and time concepts presented in his two trading courses, we realized that W.D. Gunn uses the same
writing style in the foreword to his novel Tunnel Through the Air. If a public interview is a roadmap for Gunn's two trading courses, then the TTTTA's foreword should be a roadmap for his Tunnel through the air. For most readers, the foreword says something like this is a romantic story, and
it serves other purposes that W.D. Gunn would like this book to serve. Most readers will either skip reading this page or want to start reading them as soon as they have finished the foreword. In fact, like a public interview, W.D. Gunn has connected numerous keywords and phrases in this
paragraph to help his readers. We often wonder how few readers will stop on this page for a moment and try to read the foreword of themselves three times in the first place. Take, for example, a quote from the Bible and you will find, knock, and it will be open to you in the foreword; for most
readers, it's just a quote from the Bible that says something like if you want something, look for it, then you'll find it, despite the fact that most of the time we have to knock on the door very hard before it's open to us. In fact, a quote from the Bible there actually served a different purpose. If
you now read further to Chapter VII. On page 75 you would find that a quote from the Bible cited there again: Ask and it will be given to you. look and you will find, knock, and it will be open to you, this time quoting the entire phrase of Matthew 7:7. Since the foreword quote is mentioned
again, we should pay more attention to the chapter and probably should read the chapter three times as well. And you know what? This chapter is the only place where Robert Gordon (W.D. Gunn) openly explains the basis of his prediction. To re-translate a quote from the Bible in the
foreword, W.D. Gunn pointed out an important chapter to his readers. Let me now pick up another secret method. BOOK to be worth reading should do more than entertain and interest. It must be instructive to have real value for the reader. This book has a three-fold goal... Like Matthew's
phrase 7:7. Beech, with all the capital letters mentioned only twice in his novel: in the foreword and in Chapter VII. On page 83 you will find the phrase Bible is the BOOK of all books, and if we only study it and understand it, we can get proper knowledge of all things. I consider it my duty to
any person who understands science and mathematics and cycle theory, and knows what will happen, warn people so they can prepare for the trouble ahead. And if you now look back at page 78 where Robert Gordon says: I always look for reasons when once I identify the cause I can
always be sure of the effect or future event that I predict. IT'S NOT MY GOAL TO EXPLAIN THE CAUSE OF THE CYCLES. The public is not ready for this yet and probably will not understand and believe if I explain it. The question now is to whose purpose it is to explain the cause of the
cycles?....... and let the hard-working and enlightened students of V.D. Gunn understand the above passage and be blessed with a journey to the wisdom of V.D. Gunn, governed by our hands. You can visit our W.D. Gann Financial Astrology website, for a book that unclothess the ultimate
W.D. Gunn Bible Astrology Trading Method (which still exactly works now on the market!) Hit Wong 2005/1/29 soled, 45 degree corner, Master Time Factor, square nine, square 9, tunnel by air, tunnel by air, ± © ± © †, W.D. GANN, Mechanical Gann Trend Trading System, MoonBeam,
Intraday, Daily, Most, Best, Implicit Rules, Tunnel Through the Air, Petter Ivar Amundsen, Financial Astrology, Cycle Gunn, Planet Time, Deciphered, Robert Gordon, Marie, Mercury, Venus, Mars Cycle Time, Trineaspect No! No! Here we share our Ground Breaking Financial Astrology
Trading Method, which consistently beat the market. In Trineaspect.com we also teach W.D. Gann Trading Method, our book explains how the implicit rule of the market guides all the basic and insignificant prices and time factor. After mastering this implicit rule, one will have a better
understanding on other WD Gunn tools such as Gunn Fan, Area 9, Gunn Corner, etc. Gunn theories like Master Factor Time and Gunn Law Vibrations. Vibration.
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